HVAC EQUIPMENT

Our highly experienced sales and application team assists our clients in taking a project from an early design concept all the way through
delivery and start-up. We take the most complex projects and execute them on time and with close coordination to your job schedule. We
partner with top-tier companies in their respective markets to ensure that any project we are involved in will be guaranteed by the best
equipment in the industry.

High-efficiency, variable
refrigerant volume heat pumps
and Heat Recovery Systems, aircooled and water-cooled chillers,
central station air handlers,
applied rooftop units, vertical
self-contained units, fan coils,
unit ventilators, water source heat
pumps, templifiers, and heating
and cooling coils.

Custom air handling units with
no through metal and knock down
construction designs.

Manufacturer of single, dual duct
and fan-powered VAV boxes, fan
coil units and air handling units.

An innovation green product
designed to lower energy costs
and provide superior cooling. By
generating ice during “off peak
hours, we lower energy costs by
reducing demand to the building.

Variable frequency drives designed
for heating, ventilation and air
conditioning applications. ABB
drives offer application specific
functionality, control for different
types of motors, as well as flexible
connectivity to automation
systems. Available with intelligent
bypass and low harmonic options.

A leader in indoor comfort,
precision, and high percentage
outside air equipment design,
Above Air also provides innovative
indoor HVAC product solutions
for commercial and industrial
applications.

Active chilled beams, induction
diffusers, and induction unit
consoles.

Heating elements, fabricates sheet
metal, builds electronic controls,
and welds ASMI pressure vessels.

Offering Niagara — a complete
control solution for smarter, more
efficient buildings.

Packaged pumping systems,
controls, and packaged central
energy plants.

Custom packaged DX and chilled
water air handling units.

An array of direct-drive plenum
fans with integral electronically
commutated (EC) motors, offering
superior energy efficiency and
flexible, low-footprint application.

Ultraviolet technology for air
purification and disinfection.

Custom HVAC Air Handling Systems

The combination of our unique
patented one piece casing and
the use of the most advanced
technology make our towers some
of the best available on the market.

Air-Rotation HVAC Systems with a
wide variety of options and ability
to heat, cool, circulate, dehumidify
air or add humidity with incredible
energy efficiency.

Single source design and
manufacturer of superior critical
environment airflow monitoring
and control systems for the
medical, laboratory, and life
science communities.

An array of direct-drive plenum
fans with integral electronically
commutated (EC) motors, offering
superior energy efficiency and
flexible, low-footprint application.
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HVAC EQUIPMENT

We have knowledgeable staff to assist you in identifying and obtaining the right OEM replacement part for all the lines of equipment and
controls we represent. We want to make sure you get the right part as quickly as possible to get your equipment back up and running.
More than just a parts warehouse, we can assist in the application and installation to make sure your downtime is minimized.

High-efﬁciency, variable
refrigerant volume heat pumps,
air-cooled and water-cooled
chillers, central station air
handlers, applied rooftop units,
vertical self-contained units,
fan coils, unit ventilators, water
source heat pumps, templiﬁers,
heating and cooling coils, and heat
recovery systems.

Humidity, current, vacuum and
pressure sensing instruments,
low pressure calibrators, and
weighing and counting scales for a
wide variety of applications in the
HVAC/R

Manufacturer of single, dual duct
and fan-powered VAV boxes, fan
coil units and air handling units.

Variable frequency drives designed
for heating, ventilating and air
conditioning applications. ABB
drives offer application specific
functionality, control for different
types of motors, as well as flexible
connectivity to automation
systems. Available with intelligent
bypass and low harmonic options.

Ultraviolet technology for air
purification and disinfection.

Heating elements, fabricates sheet
metal, builds electronic controls,
and welds ASMI pressure vessels.

Advanced technology 100% OA
units, humidity control for indoor
pools and spas

Electric actuators for motorized
control devices in heating,
ventilating and air- conditioning
systems

Product offerings include relays,
current sensors, power control,
enclosures, power supplies,
transformers and accessories

Sensors, transducers, control
peripherals and web browser
based IP Appliances

Packaged and split systems 100%OA
applications, hot gas reheat, liquid
sub-cool coils, energy recovery
systems, special coastal coatings

Provides building management
solutions for heating, ventilation
and air-conditioning equipment
for all types and sizes of buildings.
Standard open communication
protocol gives building owners
ﬂexibility in their building solutions.
The ﬁrst to offer a top-to-bottom
native BACnet system, a Windowsbased operator’s workstation,
(DDC) technology and more.

Leading supplier of energy and
environmental sensors and control
peripherals for Commercial
HVAC and Energy Management
applications

Temperature, relative humidity,
pressure, current, gas and
interface devices

Developing and applying Webbased software and hardware
solutions for the purpose of
reducing energy and operation
costs while reducing dangerous
levels of C emissions to our
environment.

High efﬁciency, variable
refrigerant volume heat pumps,
air-cooled and water-cooled
chillers, central station air
handlers, applied rooftop units,
vertical self-contained units,
fan coils, unit ventilators, water
source heat pumps, templiﬁers,
heating and cooling coils, and heat
recovery systems

Honeywell environmental controls,
life safety, security, sensing,
scanning and mobility products,
as well as building and process
solutions, are at work in homes,
buildings, industrial facilities, and
public and private utilities around
the world

Highly accurate ﬂow meters and
energy measurement systems (BTU
meters)

Open software and hardware
platforms that provide edgeto-enterprise solutions and IoT
technology for today’s intelligent
buildings, energy management
systems, equipment control and
specialty machine-to-machine
applications.
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